Welcome to the

Committed to public awareness about Covert use of Technologies
(That have the capabilities to Invisibly Track, Torture & Kill)…

You, Your loved ones
&

Future generations

Technologies that Cause Brain Damage!
(A global problem)

http://www.icaact.org

Have You heard of the Remote Controlled Bull?

(Proven possible in 1964)
The brave bull bore down on the unarmed "matador" — a scientist who had never faced
a fighting bull. But the charging animal's horns never reached the man behind the heavy
red cape. Moments before that could happen, Dr. Jose M. R. Delgado, the scientist,
pressed a button on a small radio transmitter in his hand, and the bull braked to a halt….
(To View video of Dr Delgados Bull)
Visit our Informative Links page at ICAACT.org

With further advancements of this technology,
We NOW have the PROBLEM of…

"Remote Influencing Technologies,
The New Terrorism of the 21st Century"

To PRINT this Booklet
Please visit Page: Informative Links
http://www.icaact.org
OR

Page: Booklet – Public Awareness
http://www.organised-crime-of-covert-electronic-assault-nz.com
Welcome to the ‘International Center Against Abuse of Covert Technologies’
Proudly written by Wendy Newman
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In 2012 Jesse Beltran & Lars Drudgaard, founded the ‘International Center Against
Abuse of Covert Technologies’ to bring awareness to the general public and the legal
systems around the world in regards to serious human rights abuses utilising…

Remote Influencing Technologies.
The invisible – Hidden dangers and usage,
Of these
Technologies in and around your Home & Neighbourhood.
Often used covertly as Invisible Weapons against YOU!

Due to many professionals having silence bans and threats placed upon them, there has
been a lack of public awareness by mainstream media about the TRUTH behind the
histories and what these technologies are covertly being used for.
Resulting in honest doctors & Law enforcement NOT being taught what to look for and
labelling victims who do speak out, as mentally ill/delusional etc!
These (often hidden) technologies and the SEVERE effects of them remain unknown to
the vast majority of the public – ensuring minimal pressure is put on officials to stop
these BARBARIC crimes continuing.

SCIENCE FICTION
Is NO longer…
FICTION
‘What we once thought to be impossible is…
‘NOW in-fact a REALITY!’
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Some History
You may already be aware of the shocking ‘electro-shock’ treatment many patients in
mental institutions endured over the years. Many of these victims were NOT believed
when they reported this severe abuse –

What the public were not made aware of (worldwide) was:

‘Much more was going on,
Behind those Closed Doors!’
Donald Ewen Cameron was a psychiatrist who was involved in the United States Central
Intelligence Agency's (CIA's) research on mind control and served as PRESIDENT of
the Canadian, American and World Psychiatric Associations, the American
Psychopathological Association and the Society of Biological Psychiatry during the
1950s. He is considered by some observers to have been a near-madman, because of
his mid-career and later-career administration of electroshock therapy, experimental
drugs, and LSD to unsuspecting and generally healthy patients who in some
cases entered permanent comas.

(Dr Ewan Cameron)

Linda MacDonald suffered from his BARBARIC practises,
and sued for compensation…
"I walked through those doors with a husband on one arm and a
guitar on the other and was a healthy person and coherent,"
She spent 86 days in the "sleep room" and was subjected to 109 shock treatments and
mega-doses of barbiturates and other drugs.
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When she got out of the experiment…

She could not read or write,
Had to be toilet-trained,
Could not remember her husband or her five children
Or
Any part of the first 26 years of her life!
(To View: Documentary about Linda MacDonalds horrifying story)
&
(More about Dr Ewan Cameron)
Visit our Informative Links page at ICAACT.org

Project

Officially began in the early 1950s ……
‘To alter individual mental states,
Brain & behavioural functions,
On

‘Unwitting, non-consenting citizens!’
Methods used included the surreptitious administration of drugs
(especially LSD) and other chemicals, hypnosis, sensory deprivation,
isolation, verbal and sexual abuse, as well as various forms of…

Torture!
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Millions of dollars were poured into these studies. Financed by many government
departments, such as Intelligence Agencies and various Military divisions. Much of the
research was undertaken at institutions, colleges, universities, hospitals, prisons,
pharmaceutical companies and subcontracted to many privatised organisations.
MKULTRA followed on to having over 200 subsidiary experiment projects operating.

Objectives included - Being able to succeed in…
1) Splitting the mind into multiple personalities – so an individual has no memory of each
personality. So upon hearing selected command words the individual could easily be
switched from personality (A) to personality (B) – to ensure an agent on a secret mission
could only give out sensitive information to selected parties.
(NOTE: This method can also be used to create assassins.)

2) To be able to extract information from resistant subjects during interrogation.
3) To influence and control the mind.
In 1977, a Freedom of Information Act request uncovered a cache of 20,000 documents
relating to project MKUltra, which led to Senate hearings later that same year. In July
2001 most surviving information regarding MKUltra was officially declassified.
Investigative efforts were hampered by the fact that CIA Director Richard Helms ordered
all MKUltra files destroyed in 1973. NOTE: MKULTRA is highly likely to have been
applied worldwide. Currently minimal cases in the U.S, Canada & Denmark have
successfully won their cases and received compensation.

They say MKULTRA was finally halted in 1973,
BUT we DON’T BELIEVE this…
We believe it went underground,
&
CONTINUES TODAY!
With the easy usage of,
Remote Influencing Technologies!
(To View: Documentary - Of Derren Brown proving hypnotism can be a weapon)
&
(More about MKULTRA)
Visit our Informative Links page at ICAACT.org
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A Damaging Day Came When…

(Remote influencing technologies were born)
Many years ago, during (1939 -1945) in World War 2, radar technicians working in the
vicinity of radar transponders came across radio frequencies (today - commonly used in
our televisions, radio, cell phones & internet communications etc ). On this day they
realized that the human brain ran on frequency too. Steps were taken and succeeded in
- being able to control/manipulate human behaviours through the brain frequency…
Further experiments revealed the MIND has NO FIREWALL, enabling them to
successfully use these pulsed/modulated microwave frequencies to produce:-

Audible clicks or, (with modulation) - Whole words.
By directly beaming them into the human brain!

The clicks, sounds, words are generated directly inside the human head without the
need of any receiving electronic device.

These induced sounds are not audible…
To other people nearby.
This is known as the V2K (Voice to skull), Frey Effect, Microwave Auditory effect, and
the Microwave Hearing Effect.

Further experiments continued - One famous case being…
During the Cold War- The Russian Embassy microwaved the U.S Embassy
in Moscow – resulting in staff at the Moscow Embassy getting neurological impairments
and various cancers.
(More about Hidden voices, Frequencies & the Histories/Effects of them)
&
(More about the Moscow Embassy Incident)
Visit our Informative Links page at ICAACT.org
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SEVERE HAZARDS!

Many of these Hidden TRUTHS come under the Banner
Of

INFORMATION!
For decades…
The Invisible Beams of these Technologies
Have been able to:Cause many FAKE injury/health effects,
Including
FAKE Mental illness & REAL Cancers
With remotely run – monitoring/tracking methods in place.
Retired Military Specialist, Physicist and former Agent Dr Barry
Trower informs us about some deliberate UNETHICAL experiments done
by government scientists on unwitting citizens, by beaming invisible
microwave frequencies on groups, individuals & the biological effect these
technologies have on our environment etc.

‘Russian President Putin ADMITS he has these Weapons’
Research into electromagnetic weapons has been secretly carried out in the U.S and
Russia since the Fifties. But now it appears Mr Putin has stolen a march on the
Americans. Such high-tech weapons systems will be comparable in effect to nuclear
weapons…
(To View: Documentary – ICAACT.org interview with Dr Barry Trower)
&
(More about President Putin)
Visit our Informative Links page at ICAACT.org
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Remote influencing – VIA The Microchip
Today many writings by trusted professionals,
Portray the message…
That (RFID) microchip technology has many great benefits so we should all be
agreeable to have the computer generated RFID microchips inserted into everything eg;bank cards, passports, every pet and many products such as clothing and grocery items
(within the barcode), medical & bank records, medical devices - such as pacemakers etc
and ourselves!

BUT!
What they don’t tell you is…
These tiny communication chips –
Often smaller than a grain of rice,
Interface with computers!
These chips are susceptible to being:Hacked into from any, (hard to trace) remote source,
Catching computer viruses, bugs etc & crashing completely
No matter how secure the computer generated system,

IS SAID TO BE!
How sure can you be that the information,
On your Microchip…
Isn’t being passed onto other parties,
Including - Street Criminals?
The outcome for an individual wearing and/or inserted with a microchip, can easily result
in serious repercussions, including - DEATH. It also opens the individual up to Theft of
Assets – Monies, Identity theft, Information theft & being illegally Tracked, Stalked,
Recorded etc by various persons.
(To View: Documentary – Demonstrating the above Security Risks)
&
(More about Microchip Hazards, Benefits & Abuses)
Visit our Informative Links page at ICAACT.org
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DO YOU WANT ONE IN YOU?
Many unsuspecting citizens (worldwide)
have come to realise…
They have microchips inside them.
WITHOUT prior KNOWLEDGE or CONSENT!
These microchips have been known to cause,
Various Cancers, Strokes, Organ failure, Auditory effects –
(Voices to the head), Electrical shocks to the body.

HOW did these people find out they have an ILLEGALLY
IMPLANTED chip inside them?
They had a radio frequency scan done by the…
‘International Center Against Abuse
of
Covert Technologies’
(ICAACT.ORG)
And found they showed positive readings of:Radio frequencies emitting from various body parts.
Then proceeded on - to the next stage of testing.
*************
The three phases of the testing
1. Preliminary scan for (RF) radio frequency emission from the Human Body.
2. Obtain medical imaging of the area that has shown emission of RF frequencies. The
aim is to locate possible foreign bodies, UBO's (Unidentified Bright Objects)
3. Final scanning for RF emission is done in a controlled environment. This is a repeat of
phase one in a certified shielded room, also referred to as a faraday cage, to rule out the
possibility that the signal might come from an outside source.
4. Surgery, under video monitoring to obtain, possible physical evidence admissible in
domestic and international Court.
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PLEASE NOTE
*

In May of 2012, ICAACT.ORG has a
standardization in all of our scanning
sessions.
* All Scans include a written report if found
to be positive & a video tape of the session.
* All surveys and information are provided by
ICAACT.ORG
ICAACT.org provides Scanning of radio frequency
Emission free of charge; however, request for
scanning in areas, where we are not established,
might have to provide for transportation, and
accommodation for the scanning team (usually
1 or 2 persons).

For upcoming Scanning Dates
Please visit
http://www.icaact.org
Or
To arrange a REQUESTED scanning session:
Contact us:United States: us@icaact.org
Europe: eu@icaact.org
What to expect at a scanning session
Domestic Terrorism - Silent Rape - HD
(Video about the US/European Testing Tour)
Testing for non-concented implants using RF detection.
This video exposes that Electronic Domestic Terrorism
- affects all aspects of society.

This is a silent rape, as described by victims.
“This video shows that the terrorists,
Have no conscience,
And even torture children.”
(To View video)
Visit our Informative Links page at ICAACT.org
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Common Symptoms
from these Technologies include:Electrical currents running into/through various body parts
Electrical shocks to various body parts
Electrical jolts to random body parts
Deep pain/aches various body parts
Burning sensations to various body parts (often internally)
Pressure in the head and various body parts
Clicking/popping, sounds in the head
Heart problems, palpitations
Major organ failure
Various cancers
Involuntary body movements
Forced speech, body movements
Slow memory recall
Erased memory of set periods of time
Continuous headaches (that pain relief cannot fix)
Ear aches, ear hums, buzzing, clicking
Piercing high pitch sound inside ears
Sensitivity to chemicals
(also known as MCS – Multiple Chemical Sensitivity)
Sudden unconsciousness
Irregular sleep patterns
Mimicked voices/conversations to the head
(But no one is there)

Note:
A victim doesn't always look as sick as they are.
The pain levels these victims endure is often excruciating.
Pain relief – is often of NO Help to reduce pain.
The effects can come on suddenly and stop suddenly.
Victims cannot protect themselves long-term,
Against the effects these technologies create!

These technologies can also create fake symptoms,
Of any Injury/illness.
Resulting in Medical Professionals,
Regularly Mis-diagnosing Victims - As delusional.
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For Decades:Scientists and associated professionals have been illegally testing these
technologies for weaponry, medical & control abilities, on unwitting citizens!

Without their knowledge or Prior consent!
Destroying the individuals right to a normal life
&
KILLING MANY!
************
These psychopaths that call themselves professionals know,
Their use of these technologies is near impossible to prove.

They also know they won’t be held accountable,
As most of them are covered under the:-

‘
This horrendous crime is also known as:-

DOMESTIC TERRORISM
That quickly includes

INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM!
(Due to these technologies - also being run from other countries)

These TERRORIST activities – Are HAPPENING!

In our Neighbourhoods – Globally…
Tactics multiplying rapidly - as these technologies advance.
Due to minimal knowledge in electronics needed,
These Terrorists can EASILY use cell phones,
As…

Invisible Murder Weapons!
(To View video - President Clinton Apology for Human Radiation Experiments)
(More about Past - Proven Illegal Human Experimentations)
Visit our Informative Links page at ICAACT.org
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Victims all over the world have reported their cases…
To law enforcement, politicians etc
With a common result of:

One example of this
Due to the Guatemalan UN-ethical syphilis experiments, U.S President Obama set up
the Bio-Ethics Commission which included a group of international experts to conduct a
study into Bio-ethical Issues regarding the ethical Issues regarding the current state of
medical research on humans around the world.
In 2011 citizens who feel they are victims of illegal experimentation from the abusive
technologies we have discussed, appeared at these meetings and were given less than
two minutes each to explain their stories. Their written testimonies and any evidences
they had were handed into the panel for further evaluation by President Obama.

The outcome…
27th July 2011 - The Bio Ethics Commission sent a letter,
To the victims that gave their testimony, stating They would no longer accept testimonies on these issues,
As they are not going to review or investigate these issues.
Claiming these issues were investigated some time ago
and the Commission does not have the power to Open or undertake criminal cases.
They confirmed the Information and Testimonies from the
previous meeting had been handed into the White House…
Please note: The issues they were referring to as already been investigated included,
MKULTRA.
(To View video – Victim Testimonies to the Bio-ethics Commission 2011)
(Copy of Response letter 2011 to above victims from the Bio-ethics Commission)
Visit our Informative Links page at ICAACT.org
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REMINDER

YOU, Your Family, Your loved ones!
Victims are simply – chosen randomly!
(NOT chosen because they did something Wrong!)
(A global problem)
These technologies and the abuses of them …
Are rapidly advancing at an alarming rate.

To ensure a thorough Investigation is done,
Resulting in a BAN of these Technologies,
With SAFETY MEASURES applied …

TO STOP these BARBARIC ABUSES,
Continuing into future GENERATIONS

What can YOU do?
Help educate others…
Your family, friends, colleagues…
By sharing these information’s.

Flyers conveniently left on a table in a café, library, Bus stop, Mall…

Stay informed – Visit/Contact us
International Center Against Abuse of
Covert Technologies
http://www.icaact.org
Email:
United States: us@icaact.org
Europe: eu@icaact.org

"Remote Influencing Technologies,
The New Terrorism of the 21st Century”

SCIENCE FICTION
Is NO longer…
FICTION

‘What we once thought to be impossible - is ‘NOW in-fact a REALITY!’

International Center Against Abuse of Covert Technologies
http://www.icaact.org
Email:
United States: us@icaact.org
Europe: eu@icaact.org

